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Abstract

Background: Patient-generated health data (PGHD) collected from innovative wearables are enabling health care to shift to
outside clinical settings through remote patient monitoring (RPM) initiatives. However, PGHD are collected continuously under
the patient’s responsibility in rapidly changing circumstances during the patient’s daily life. This poses risks to the quality of
PGHD and, in turn, reduces their trustworthiness and fitness for use in clinical practice.

Objective: Using a sociotechnical health informatics lens, we developed a data quality management (DQM) guideline for PGHD
captured from wearable devices used in RPM with the objective of investigating how DQM principles can be applied to ensure
that PGHD can reliably inform clinical decision-making in RPM.

Methods: First, clinicians, health information specialists, and MedTech industry representatives with experience in RPM were
interviewed to identify DQM challenges. Second, these stakeholder groups were joined by patient representatives in a workshop
to co-design potential solutions to meet the expectations of all the stakeholders. Third, the findings, along with the literature and
policy review results, were interpreted to construct a guideline. Finally, we validated the guideline through a Delphi survey of
international health informatics and health information management experts.

Results: The guideline constructed in this study comprised 19 recommendations across 7 aspects of DQM. It explicitly addressed
the needs of patients and clinicians but implied that there must be collaboration among all stakeholders to meet these needs.

Conclusions: The increasing proliferation of PGHD from wearables in RPM requires a systematic approach to DQM so that
these data can be reliably used in clinical care. The developed guideline is an important next step toward safe RPM.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2023;11:e35917) doi: 10.2196/35917
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Introduction

Remote Patient Monitoring
The use of remote patient monitoring (RPM) solutions and
production of patient-generated health data (PGHD) to enable
continuous monitoring of patients outside clinical settings are
increasing with the growing availability of health wearable
devices and the connected mobile apps and web portals [1]. The
COVID-19 pandemic has accelerated the use of RPM to monitor
mild cases of the disease remotely, given the limited capacity
of acute care facilities [2].

As the pandemic is not yet over, RPM will likely contribute
more to health care delivery owing to the availability of various
affordable technologies and the need for remote treatment and
monitoring. However, despite the urgent need and rapid
implementation and use of RPM, investigation on how quality
PGHD can best be collected and managed to lead to accurate
decision-making is still lacking.

Ensuring the Quality of PGHD
Patients may collect some data as instructed by clinicians,
mainly from medical wearables. Patients may also collect data,
on their own accord or on advice from clinicians, from consumer
wearables. There are fundamental similarities between the data
collected upon patient initiation and those collected upon
clinician initiation, whether from consumer or medical
wearables, that erode the regulators’ distinctions: the data are
generated outside the controlled environment of the clinic; the
data collection is the responsibility of the individual wearer;
and the data are shared electronically with parties who operate
outside a controlled clinical setting, namely wearable companies.
Thus, RPM data collected from wearables, whether upon patient
initiation or upon clinician initiation, are covered by the broad
concept of PGHD.

Outside the clinic, consumer and medical wearable technologies
used in RPM capture a large amount of data continuously in
rapidly changing circumstances during a patient’s daily life
under the patient’s or caregiver’s supervision [3]. The wearable
platform includes sensors that capture data automatically and
a mobile app and web portal where the person enters data
manually. Inside the clinic, RPM solutions are not integrated
well into patient records or clinical workflows, and various
digital health devices and platforms are used for different RPM
purposes [4]. The quality of PGHD collected from disparate

devices is compromised by various technical, behavioral, or
operational issues that occur during data capture by the patient
or caregiver, during the transmission of the data from the patient
to the clinician, and during the clinician’s review of the data
for decision-making [5].

Health data quality plays a vital role in health care systems.
Clinicians need to trust the available data to make accurate
decisions and provide efficient and timely care for their patients.
Data are of good quality when they are fit for their intended use
[6], that is, when they are accurate, accessible, consistent,
complete, interpretable, timely, relevant, and compliant with
the standards defined by health care organizations [7]. Any
quality issue with data can affect patient safety, the
reimbursement of health services, and the quality of clinical
outcomes and other aspects of health care delivery [8].

Data quality management (DQM) refers to the processes of
ensuring data quality when data are collected, stored, analyzed,
reviewed, and used in clinical decision-making [9]. The core
outcome of DQM is establishing the fitness of data for its
intended use. National and international health care and health
information–related organizations provide guidelines for the
quality management of patient data that are generated within
clinical settings [8-12]. However, in RPM, data are collected
outside the clinical setting, and different stakeholders are
involved at different stages of PGHD management both outside
and inside the health care settings.

This paper describes the DQM recommendations provided to
ensure that data from wearables are fit for use in clinical care.

Methods

Overview
Recommendations for the quality management of PGHD arose
from a mixed methods study on the quality management of
PGHD from wearables and were constructed following a
guideline development convention in health care [13-18] through
the stages listed in Textbox 1.

Most of the data collection in this research was done before the
COVID-19 pandemic. However, the rapid deployment of RPM
during the pandemic emphasizes the need for guidelines, such
as the one constructed in this study, to improve the use of RPM
initiatives and efficiently integrate them into the routine care.
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Textbox 1. Stages involved the construction of the recommendations.

• Evidence reviews: a comprehensive literature review focused on original research within a 10-year time frame that discussed the barriers to and
concerns of using patient-generated health data (PGHD) in clinical practice was conducted and published previously [19].

• Stakeholder involvement: in-depth interviews were conducted with PGHD stakeholders directly involved in the remote monitoring of patients
with chronic diseases, including those with diabetes, those with cardiac arrythmia, and those sleep disorders, in primary care, secondary care,
and tertiary care settings to identify the challenges related to the quality management of PGHD. The interview participants were from Australia,
the United Kingdom, and the United States. The interview results were published previously [5]. Then, a participatory workshop was held in
Australia with stakeholders, including patients, clinicians, health information professionals, wearable developer companies, PGHD integration
service providers and remote patient monitoring (RPM) consultants, to discuss the identified challenges and address potential solutions and
stakeholders’ needs and expectations. The results of this study were published elsewhere [20].

• Documentation of recommendations: we used the approach of integrating multiple types of qualitative evidence to produce new knowledge [21],
as shown in Figure 1, to construct a set of recommendations that cover all aspects of the quality management of PGHD during data flow from
the patient to the clinician. We synthesized the findings of the aforementioned 2 stages along with supporting evidence from an updated review
of scientific literature and new policies related to PGHD. The interpretation stage aimed to draw connections between the data points, themes,
and findings. Then, the construction stage expressed new meaning and uncovered ways of understanding the realities regarding the research topic
for the stakeholders. It acknowledged the importance of synthesized and interpreted elements in terms of stakeholders, context, and influencing
issues. Moving from evidence to recommendations, the construction stage sought to examine how the synthesized findings related to the broader
context in the past, present, and future. Details of the findings and the emerged themes applied in the construction of the guideline are provided
in Multimedia Appendix 1. This step produced a guideline containing 19 separate recommendations. One of the researchers interpreted the
findings and constructed the guideline, and then the guideline content was reviewed separately by 3 researchers and discussed in multiple meetings.

• Validation of recommendations: a 1-round Delphi method [22] using a web-based survey and 5-point Likert scale was adopted, 14 Australian
international health informatics and health information management experts participated in the survey. The interview and workshop studies
involved several groups of PGHD stakeholders, who shared their experience and perspectives related to the quality management of PGHD.
However, except for health information professionals, the other stakeholders were experts in their own clinical or technical field but not in
managing and governing patient health data. The data quality management (DQM) elements in the guideline still required validation by experts
with a high-level understanding of and experience with health information management and health informatics principles and practices. These
experts were purposefully selected based on their professional reputation and their known interest in PGHD. None of them had been involved
in the previous studies of this project, so they could form an independent view of the resulting recommendations. The survey had 19 items in
total, representing the 19 recommendations in the guideline. It used a 5-point Likert scale (not important, slightly important, moderately important,
important, and very important) to capture the participants’ expert opinions about the extent to which each DQM recommendation is potentially
important in contributing to the safety and the quality of RPM. Each survey item also included a free-text comment option so that the participants
could further explain their response. Consensus on each recommendation for each DQM aspect of PGHD was deemed to be achieved by having
60% of votes fall within 2 adjacent categories of the 5-point scale. A method to group the responses for analysis was determined: if the participants
reached at least an aggregated 60% agreement that a recommendation is “important” or “very important,” it was deemed to have been rated as
essential; if the participants reached at least an aggregated 60% agreement that a recommendation is “slightly important” or “moderately important,”
it was deemed to have been rated as desirable; and if the participants reached at least an aggregated 60% agreement that a recommendation is
“not important,” it was deemed to have been rated as unnecessary.

Figure 1. Continuum of integrating multiple qualitative findings to create new evidence.

Ethics Approval
The stakeholder involvement studies received approval from
the Human Ethics Advisory Group at the Department of General
Practice at the University of Melbourne [5,20]. The ethics
approval number for the validation study from the same group
is 1955682.1.

Results

Recommendations and Key Themes
The ensuing guideline encompasses 19 recommendations. These
recommendations were grouped according to 7 overarching

DQM aspects. Table 1 lists these 7 aspects; their adapted
definition for this research; and the key themes identified from
the literature review, interviews, and workshop studies. The
sociotechnical issues to be considered in relation to each DQM
aspect have been discussed in the corresponding
recommendations. Through this style of presentation, PGHD
stakeholders can understand what actions they and others need
to take to collect, manage, and use trustworthy PGHD in RPM.
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Table 1. Data quality management (DQM) recommendations for patient-generated health data (PGHD) in remote patient monitoring.

RecommendationsDQM aspects and key themes

PGHD accessibility: authorized users of PGHD access t hem across all data management stages

Both raw and processed PGHD from wearables should be accessible to the
patient and clinician.

Patients’ and clinicians’ access to PGHD

A mechanism should be available to the patient and clinician to set up notice
recurrence on where, when, how, and by whom PGHD from wearables are
accessed.

Patients’ and clinicians’ awareness of PGHD access by others

A mechanism should be available to the patient to change permissions for
clinicians to access PGHD from wearables.

Patients’ consent to PGHD access by different clinicians

PGHD accuracy: error-free data

PGHD should be collected automatically by the wearable device, with as little
as possible manual intervention.

Automatic and manual PGHD collection

Annotation function for manually and automatically entered PGHD should be
available to the patient and clinician in order to comment on inaccurate data.

PGHD annotation

The wearable should be calibrated automatically as required by the clinical
standard of care of diseases.

Wearable calibration

PGHD completeness: no PGHD are missing

A protocol should be available to the patient and clinician that defines PGHD
“downtime,” that is, the time range during which it is acceptable if the wearable
is not collecting data.

No active data collection

A protocol should be available to the patient and clinician for resuming PGHD
collection when the acceptable downtime period is exceeded.

Resuming PGHD collection after downtime

Annotation function should be available to the patient in order to provide
context for any period of missing PGHD.

Context for incomplete PGHD

PGHD consistency: data convey the same meaning no matter whether they are collected from one or different brands of wearables

PGHD from wearables should be collected based on clinically accepted and
structured data definitions and standard formats.

PGHD definitions and formats

PGHD from wearables should be integrated into the patient’s clinical care
record.

PGHD integration with electronic medical records

PGHD from wearables should be consistently exchanged inside and between
clinical settings.

PGHD exchange within and outside care settings

PGHD interoperability: data presentation highlights the key message that is understood by PGHD stakeholders

PGHD from wearables should be accompanied by contextual data that are
clinically important to patient management.

PGHD contextualization

Dynamic visual representation as well as a static snapshot (such as in PDF
format) of PGHD from wearables should be available to the patient and clini-
cian.

Dynamic and static PGHD visualization

Alerts should be sent to the patient during PGHD collection by the wearable
when data are outside the acceptable range, accompanied by clinical advice
on action to take.

The patient’s understanding of PGHD

PGHD relevancy: data are pertinent to the standard of care for the condition being monitored

There should be a shared understanding between the patient and clinician of
relevant data for the disease based on the standards of care and make sure that
all the relevant data are collected.

PGHD relevancy to the standards of care

PGHD timeliness: availability of up-to-date PGHD for patients and clinicians when needed

PGHD from wearables should be available to the patient within a timeframe
(continuously to periodically) according to the standards of care of diseases.

PGHD availability to patients when needed

PGHD from wearables should be available to the clinician within a timeframe
(continuously to periodically) according to the standards of care of diseases.

PGHD availability to clinicians when needed

A timeframe for sharing PGHD from wearables should be available to the pa-
tient and clinician.

Time frame for PGHD sharing between patients and clinicians
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PGHD Accessibility
PGHD accessibility was characterized by data access methods,
privacy protection, and data ownership issues to be explored in
RPM.

Recommendation 1: Both Raw and Processed PGHD
From Wearables Should Be Accessible to the Patient
and Clinician
The extent to which patients and clinicians currently have access
to all the recorded PGHD is questionable. PGHD accessibility
largely depends on who owns the data to have complete access
to them. PGHD have not yet been fully incorporated into clinical
workflows; therefore, these data are neither controlled nor
owned by health care organizations. Rather, the raw and
processed PGHD from each wearable platform are accessed
and controlled by the device company outside the health care
setting.

Access to raw and processed PGHD during data collection may
increase patients’ awareness of their health status and whether
they are required to take action or change their behavior and
improve self-care. Now, the trend in wearable design is shifting
toward data visibility to patients [23,24]. Nevertheless, clinicians
may intentionally disable the access of raw data to patients
during data collection, as it would lead to patient behavior
change that might conflict with the purpose of the RPM
program. The ability to access all raw and processed PGHD
could also be limited by wearable companies. Medical device
manufacturers should share comprehensive and contemporary
health information with patients upon request [25]. Therefore,
patients are within their rights to request health information that
is captured, stored, and analyzed by and retrieved from a legally
marketed medical device. Different policies suggest that
wearable developers, regardless of the wearable type, should
provide patients complimentary access to PGHD [26-28].

Considering these policies, PGHD ownership has not yet been
defined clearly enough to determine who owns part or all of the
data, affecting patients’ access to PGHD [29,30].

In terms of clinicians’ access to raw and processed PGHD, the
necessity to access all the collected raw and processed data
depends on which data are needed for decision-making. Our
findings showed that it would be difficult for a clinician to find
the log-in details of a patient’s wearable portal if the patient has
changed their portal account information or the device without
informing the clinician. Clinicians’ access to PGHD might also
be prevented by patients, which might reveal that they have not
followed their care plans [31].

Collecting various types of PGHD from different wearables
outside the clinical environment means that data are stored
across different platforms. Ideally, PGHD should be accessible
to the people who collect them, and access methods should be
transparent. The purpose of giving patients and clinicians access
to PGHD is to enable them to have a clear picture of the former’s
health status.

Recommendation 2: A Mechanism Should Be Available
to the Patient and Clinician to Set Up Notice Recurrence

on Where, When, How, and by Whom PGHD From
Wearables Are Accessed
It is important that patients and clinicians be aware of who else
has access to PGHD during data management from outside the
health care setting to inside it. Patients and clinicians in this
project had little understanding of how and by whom PGHD
are accessed during data management stages in RPM [32].
Clinicians placed responsibility on the wearable developer for
informing patients about who can access their data. Also, the
installation terms and conditions of a large number of health
wearables’ apps indicate that the wearable developers are the
owners of PGHD and have authority to grant data access to
others [26]. A review study of 4 known wearable products
showed that the privacy policy of only 1 platform asserted
PGHD as users’ sole and exclusive property [33]. However,
these companies’statements were not accompanied by strategies
to support patients’ awareness of the accessibility of their data
to others. Patients should be informed about what PGHD are
collected and accessed, including possible lawful access by third
parties; whether these data are identifiable or depersonalized;
and how they are accessible for clinical decision-making
[27,28,34,35]. Patients need transparency about PGHD access
not only before data collection but also throughout all the PGHD
management stages. Not knowing who has access to their data
can deter or inhibit PGHD collection [23].

Initiatives such as the privacy notice checklist developed by the
US Office of National Coordinator for Health Information
Technology are to be used by wearable developer companies
to disclose their privacy and security policies to patients and
inform them about what happens to their PGHD once they
purchase and use the device [36]. However, this notice appears
to be more applicable to wearables for self-management than
to those for RPM. In addition, one-off use of the privacy notice
checklist cannot ensure the notification of all PGHD accesses
during all data management stages. For example, PGHD might
be transferred from the patient to the clinician through
communication networks that might be hacked. Many RPM
programs lack robust cybersecurity mechanisms [37].

Using PGHD in clinical practice means that clinicians might
also need to be notified about PGHD flow to be able to track
patient monitoring instructions from other clinicians if
necessary. Patients and clinicians should be able to set up
notification recurrence of PGHD access based on their
preference.

Recommendation 3: A Mechanism Should Be Available
to the Patient to Change Permissions That Clinicians
Have to Access PGHD From Wearables
The patients’ and clinicians’ awareness of circumstances under
which PGHD are accessed does not give patients the authority
to consent to PGHD access by others.

It is unclear to PGHD stakeholders how patient’s consent to
PGHD access should look [38]. Patients in the RPM of our 3
use cases, diabetes, cardiac arrhythmia, and sleep disorders,
sign a consent form at the beginning of the program. However,
the continuous nature of data collection and access in RPM
might require constant PGHD access authorization when
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different clinicians need to access the data for different purposes
of patient care [29,39]. There are concerns that the clinicians
may access PGHD at a stage where the data have not been
granted access to by the patient. This might not be ethical even
if done to benefit the patient [40].

Patients themselves may have little awareness of PGHD consent,
and their attention may be confined to the terms and conditions
statement before pressing the consent button for installing the
wearable components. However, the wearable developers’
privacy policies and terms of service are often difficult to read
and understand [41,42].

Appropriate consent management mechanisms enable patients
to manage their consent preferences. Nevertheless, there is not
yet a well-established consent mechanism for continuous data
collection and use [28]. As various types of PGHD might be
collected through different wearable platforms, sensitive data
might be released when using one consent at the beginning of
the RPM program. For example, patients might not want to
provide details about their behaviors or lifestyles to clinicians
in a certain time frame if it would lead to judgment or being
shamed for perceived unhealthy choices during data collection.
Thus, a process of dynamic consent might be more feasible to
give patients control over the level of access to their data for
different purposes and the choice of whether these data are
anonymized or identifiable [43,44]. It could provide more
personalized approaches and improve the continuous
patient-clinician communication. Also, it gives patients the
ability to understand and decide to what extent they are willing
to share their data. Moreover, defining different levels of
permission enables patients to review consent over a period to
update or withdraw data at any time without affecting previously
collected data [28].

Validation Results
Each of these 3 recommendations about PGHD accessibility
was rated as “essential” to the to the safety and quality of care
in RPM (reached an aggregated 60% agreement as being
important to very important).

PGHD Accuracy
PGHD accuracy is compromised by a patient’s errors or other
error sources during data management, as well as uncontrolled
possibilities for data revision.

This aspect depends on the technical features of the wearable
and its components and the behaviors of the patient or caregiver
at the point of data collection. Clinicians’ trust of PGHD
accuracy is significantly impacted by the differentiation between
medical grade and consumer wearables. Clinicians trust the
level of accuracy in PGHD captured by medical wearables
owing to their preassessment and approval from regulatory
bodies. Our findings showed that consumer wearables were not
used in RPM because of not being regulated for clinical use.
However, even a medical wearable may not work accurately in
some instances, as identified in our interviews and workshop
studies. Moreover, a study showed that the inaccuracy of
continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) wearables was the most
critical impediment (53%) to the use of these devices by diabetic
adults [45]. Nevertheless, as the wearables collect data

longitudinally, clinicians may trust the overall trends rather than
doubting whether a single data point was captured correctly.

Recommendation 4: PGHD Should Be Collected
Automatically by the Wearable Device, With as Little as
Possible Manual Intervention
The way PGHD are collected can pose risks for data accuracy.
Automated sensing via algorithms embedded into wearables
can provide persistent collection and analysis, providing a
comprehensive picture of a patient’s status over time.
Automation can lower the tracking burden, improve PGHD
accuracy, and accelerate data filtering for timely access [39].
For a patient with low digital health literacy, automated data
collection can reduce the level of disengagement with the device.

In addition to automatic data collection, some wearables require
types of PGHD such as meal, activity, and mood data to be
entered manually in the wearable platform on a daily basis. This
can place a burden on patients and result in inaccurate and
inconsistent recordings [46]. Yet, there has been no innovation
to change the manual collection of these types of PGHD into a
seamless automatic process; however, the extent of engagement
in manual PGHD collection and documentation might depend
on the patients’ level of understanding of the data and the
message that PGHD could convey to the patients [47]. From
clinicians’ perspectives [48,49], automated data collection and
transmission to the associated app is a more accurate mechanism
to evaluate peak flow variability than a patient’s difficult and
time-consuming manual calculations.

Some PGHD types that patients were required to record
manually—such as activity data in the remote monitoring of
patients with diabetes—could be automatically captured via
consumer wearables. Synchronization shortages between
different types of medical and consumer wearables and a lack
of adoption of consumer wearables in RPM are barriers to
increasing automation. Although it might not yet be possible
for some data elements to be captured automatically, there could
be strategies to limit free-text entries. For example, wearable
developers can reduce the possibility of errors in manual data
entry in the associated apps by requiring the user to choose from
a list of options instead of entering free-text [50].

However, having all PGHD collected automatically may lead
to less control by patients over their health status and reduce
their engagement in their self-care [51]. In addition, behavioral
factors such as improper application of a sensor on the body or
changing the device settings can have adverse impacts on PGHD
accuracy. Automation can provide more accurate data if it does
not negatively impact patients’ engagement in self-care.

Recommendation 5: Annotation Function for Manually
and Automatically Entered PGHD Should Be Available
to the Patient and Clinician in Order to Comment on
Inaccurate Data
Whether PGHD are collected automatically or manually, the
ability to annotate them during data collection is a critical
contribution to their accuracy [31]. In addition to the annotation
of manual entries, the annotation of automatically collected data
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can help patients prevent errors in them and mark questionable
data to discuss with clinicians [52].

The rapidly changing environment surrounding the patients may
contribute to inaccuracies in manual and automatic captures
[53]. Sometimes, the wearable works inappropriately or the
patient makes mistakes in wearing the device or entering data;
however, the feature of annotating both data collected manually
and those collected automatically is not designed in many
wearable platforms and is often overlooked in the testing of
wearables for use in RPM [47].

According to our findings, patients can add notes on inaccuracies
only through their diaries to discuss them with clinicians during
the clinical consultations. However, the annotation feature could
be embedded in the wearable design to reflect on data inaccuracy
in real time instead of writing a diary note that might be
forgotten. Patients could be notified of the incorrect values to
annotate data or redo data collection instead of sending incorrect
data to the clinician [30]. The wearable developers could also
enable passive data annotation upon patients’ request [28].
Nonetheless, it is uncertain, if the patients themselves do not
notice the errors, how they could annotate PGHD given that
wearables often lack feedback mechanisms to alert the wearer
about inaccuracies [54].

There is a concern that patients may use this functionality to
override real actions. Therefore, the patients and caregivers
need to be educated on PGHD annotation and build trust upon
this functionality to enhance patient-clinician interaction and
shared decision-making [46,55].

Clinicians should also be able to annotate the processed PGHD
to understand data collection barriers and provide more efficient
personalized care plans [29]. However, as the processed PGHD
are usually represented as static snapshots to the clinician, it
would be difficult for a clinician to annotate the reports and
highlight the problematic areas of PGHD [56,57].

Recommendation 6: The Wearable Should Be Calibrated
Automatically as Required by the Clinical Standard of
Care of Diseases
Both medical and consumer wearables may collect inaccurate
data. Therefore, it is important to ensure that wearables are
calibrated to guarantee accurate sensing [30,39,58].

Some wearables need one-off calibration by the clinicians before
initiating remote monitoring, whereas for other types such as
CGM devices, the patient should frequently calibrate the device
via a glucometer to ensure PGHD accuracy. Nonetheless, a
patient’s responsibility in terms of how often and when they
should calibrate the wearable device in RPM is often unclear
[31]. The need to calibrate wearables not only is a burden on
patients or their caregivers but also increases the likelihood of
inaccuracies. Patients should be taught the importance of
calibration and when it should be done. For example, from a
clinician’s point of view, the 12-hour calibration for CGM
wearables prescribed by most wearable developer companies
[59] is not clinically acceptable; rather, calibration should be
done 3 times a day when the blood glucose is not rapidly
changing. Similarly, the best time to calibrate the device is when

the glucose level is stable [60]. A study showed that nearly half
of the participants reported calibrating CGM at more intervals
than recommended by the wearable developer to ensure data
accuracy [45].

Although regular calibration might be a burden, understanding
its value would encourage patients to do it correctly [55].
However, considering the possibility for error to arise from the
manual calibration of CGM devices with glucometers, an
automatic calibration mechanism could be preferable.

Moreover, the wearable developers could conduct dynamic
testing of the products. Clinicians want more collaboration with
wearable developers to define strategies for continuous wearable
assessment that can be achieved through various RPM
interventions. Ideally, there should be a consensus among
clinicians and wearable developers regarding guiding patients
on the frequency of and providing instructions on calibration
based on clinical principles.

Validation Results
Each of the 3 recommendations about PGHD accuracy was
rated as “essential” (each one reached an aggregated 60%
agreement as being important to very important).

PGHD Completeness
Incomplete PGHD may be a result of technical or behavioral
issues. Battery failure, wearable dysfunction, lack of
synchronization in different time zones, internet disconnection,
or patient’s neglect are among the accidental causes of
insufficient PGHD. This may compel clinicians to reorder data
collection. Moreover, there might be deliberate data omissions
for both manual and automatic entries because of demotivation,
lack of digital literacy, body pain, or perception of having no
changes owing to seeing similar trends over time [61].

Lack of continuous follow-up may also result in incomplete
data. Different health care settings define data sharing time
frames differently in the remote monitoring of the same health
condition; this can create confusion in patient and clinician
communication. Lack of continuous interaction with patients
during remote monitoring could result in a lack of engagement
in self-care and motivation to collect data [62]. None of the
published RPM studies have reported an approach to identify
the exact reason for data incompleteness.

Recommendation 7: A Protocol Should Be Available to
the Patient and Clinician That Defines PGHD
Downtime, That Is, the Time Range During Which It Is
Acceptable if the Wearable Is Not Collecting Data
Given the constant automated sensing capabilities of wearables,
it is unclear whether patients are required to wear the devices
continuously in different RPM programs to provide sufficient
data for their care planning. There was lack of awareness among
PGHD stakeholders in our studies on standardizing “downtime”
when patients can stop data collection in different RPM
programs. From clinicians’ point of view, a CGM wearable
should be worn for at least 80% of the RPM period so that it
can provide complete data for interpretation and
decision-making. However, it is thought to be burdensome for
patients to have to wear the device day and night and calibrate
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it frequently [55]. New generations of wearables seem to address
“downtime” by letting patients turn off the device. Alerts could
be designed in wearables to help clinicians discuss the reasons
for incomplete data with patients.

As mentioned in the PGHD Accuracy section, clinicians would
prefer focusing on data trends over time rather than single data
points; therefore, some degree of missing data is acceptable
[51]. Some clinicians do not see PGHD completeness as
fundamental for sound decision-making [63]. However, it is
important to know the extent of the impact of incompleteness
on data interpretation and decisions made for patient care in the
remote monitoring of different diseases [51,64]. Having a
predefined and transparent downtime protocol on which the
patient and clinician agree could clarify the completeness of
PGHD [65].

Recommendation 8: A Protocol Should Be Available to
the Patient and Clinician for Resuming PGHD
Collection When the Acceptable Downtime Period Is
Exceeded
Applying the acceptable time frame in which patients can stop
collecting PGHD cannot be thoroughly understood unless
patients are aware of when to resume data collection.

However, this might not happen if patients forget to do so.
Moreover, owing to a lack of technical infrastructure for the
real-time transmission of data from outside to inside the health
care setting, clinicians are not aware of the missing data during
data collection and thus are unable to alert patients to resume
data capture [66,67]. This could be considered in the wearable
design; for instance, wearables can provide patients the ability
to set an alarm based on the predefined acceptable downtime
schedule.

Recommendation 9: Annotation Function Should Be
Available to the Patient in Order to Provide Context for
Any Period of Missing PGHD
Any missing data need to be supplemented by contextual
information to help clinicians identify the causes and discuss
them with patients [63]. Contextual information about the
missing data can help clinicians understand whether the problem
was technical, behavioral, or related to the process of data
transmission. Incomplete data in themselves do not explain the
circumstances that led to their incompleteness [51].

Although some wearables were reported to provide notification
of missing data, they still lack contextual information. This
could place a burden on patients to be constantly attentive to
record the causes of incompleteness. Innovative mechanisms
could be designed to increase the interaction between the device
and the wearer to record contexts for the incomplete data in a
real-time or on a daily basis. The annotation feature that was
mentioned in the PGHD Accuracy section is equally important
to enable patients to enter information regarding missing data
[56].

Validation Results
Each of the 3 recommendations about PGHD completeness was
rated as “essential” (all reached an aggregated 60% agreement
as being important to very important).

PGHD Consistency
PGHD consistency is characterized by the ability to compare
PGHD of one measurement from different devices as well as
the ability to relate PGHD to the corresponding conventional
clinical measurement.

Various wearables and associated mobile apps and web portals
used in RPM programs may not represent data in a consistent
manner. PGHD inconsistency can happen during data collection,
transmission, and review, which immensely impacts data
presentation that may have not been thoroughly recognized by
PGHD stakeholders.

Recommendation 10: PGHD From Wearables Should
Be Collected Based on Clinically Accepted and
Structured Data Definitions and Standard Formats
Both consumer and medical wearable platforms may fail to
represent data in clinically standardized formats [30,68,69].
Nonstandard presentation can result in confusion in data
interpretation and inability to discern whether PGHD reports
show normal or abnormal trends [51]. The standardization of
health data elements is intended to define what data are to be
collected, decide on how the collected data should be
represented, and specify how the data should be encoded for
transmission [70].

Collecting PGHD from different types and brands of wearables,
each with its own data presentation format, could result in
inconsistent reports [49,51]. Most of the recent PGHD-related
policies advise developing standardized formats for PGHD
collection that align with the clinical data standards, which are
defined as protocols, terminologies, and specifications that are
used during data management stages [23,50,54,71,72].

To ensure consistent definitions and formats for PGHD, 2
approaches should be considered: PGHD consistency at data
collection and PGHD consistency at the data processing stage.
Patients may need to be advised to collect PGHD from one type
or brand of wearables for the remote monitoring of a particular
health condition to provide consistent reports. Clinicians in our
studies and others [62] preferred to give patients autonomy over
device selection and stated that patients should have the right
to select a convenient and easy-to-use wearable device.
Nonetheless, because PGHD cannot be further filtered by
information systems within a health care setting to fix the
inconsistencies that emerge from collecting data in different
formats, data that are presented for review might be difficult to
interpret. Inconsistent reports at the data review stage are a
consequence of collecting data from disparate wearable
platforms. The second approach is to standardize PGHD at the
data processing stage regardless of the wearable used in data
collection. In this case, robust technical infrastructure needs to
be in place to allow gathering PGHD from different wearables
and their apps and portals in one database to filter and process
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data and present standardized reports that are similar to clinical
data presentation formats.

Universally accepted data definitions and data exchange formats
are required to facilitate effectual data transfer. Data should be
codified according to the known clinical standards. In addition,
ontologies that could aggregate and enrich PGHD with
definitions, synonyms, and term relationships can be developed
to provide standardized formats and make data semantically
exchangeable [73].

Recommendation 11: PGHD From Wearables Should
Be Integrated Into the Patient’s Clinical Care Record
Lack of PGHD integration with electronic medical record
(EMR) systems is another barrier to PGHD consistency
[30,39,74-76]. Current RPM programs are project oriented and
not embraced in routine clinical practices. Moreover, most
current EMR systems are not designed to seamlessly gather
various types of data from outside the clinical setting in a
straightforward manner [77]. PGHD should be combined with
the patient’s clinical record to identify potential correlation with
past conditions and be used in future interventions [30,46,54].

Despite the clinicians’preference for the patients to choose their
own brand of wearable, PGHD integration with EMRs constrains
the selection of wearable. Patients should only use wearables
in RPM that follow the interoperability standards used in the
health care setting.

Most policies addressed the necessity of integrating PGHD with
EMRs [23,26,35,54], but few provided specific suggestions.
For example, the American Medical Association’s best practices
for digital health implementation recommend that standard
communication templates be designed before implementing
RPM intervention to ensure consistency in data documentation
during the whole process [72]. Therefore, PGHD integration
with EMRs might be facilitated by modifying the EMRs,
developing external dashboards, or limiting the choices of the
brand of wearable used for data collection.

Recommendation 12: PGHD From Wearables Should
Be Consistently Exchanged Inside and Between Clinical
Settings
In addition to the need for standardized formats and integration
with EMRs, PGHD exchange inside and outside the health care
setting needs to be consistent by following health data exchange
protocols.

If >1 health care setting is actively represented in an RPM
program for one disease cohort or different departments
implement RPM in one health care setting, data should be
exchanged consistently to be understandable by different
clinicians. This requires standardized formats for various types
of PGHD.

Interoperability initiatives developed by the Australian Digital
Health Agency [78] defined standards to facilitate data and
information exchange and provided compliance mechanisms
in connected health programs. These standards are broad and
cover both PGHD and clinical data collected from outside and
within health care settings. More specific interoperability
standards were introduced by the Personal Connected Health

Alliance with its Continua guidelines for data interoperability
in personal connected health devices [79]. These initiatives need
to be tested in various RPM programs to assess the consistency
in data exchange.

Validation Results
recommendations 10 and 11 about PGHD consistency were
rated as “essential” (they reached an aggregated 60% agreement
as being important to very important), whereas recommendation
12 was rated by 9 (90%) of the 10 participants and reached less
than 60% agreement for inclusion in the defined categories.

PGHD Interpretability
Interpretability is affected by the way in which PGHD are
presented as well as by the availability of contextual information
regarding PGHD.

Not understanding the presented data can reduce patients’ and
clinicians’motivation for data collection and review [31,80,81].
Challenges of PGHD interpretation can occur at any stage of
data management. This aspect was mentioned as the most
challenging feature in our studies.

Recommendation 13: PGHD From Wearables Should
Be Accompanied by Contextual Data That Are Clinically
Important to Patient Management
The increasingly high volume and dynamically changing nature
of PGHD make it difficult and time-consuming to gain a holistic
view of a patient’s status from the data alone [31,74,82].

Most PGHD are not supplemented by contextual information
about the circumstances in which the data were collected. Lack
of context can lead to misunderstanding; misinterpretation; and,
consequently, unsound decisions [80]. For example, when a
clinician tries to discern a pattern in a processed PGHD report,
it may be unclear whether a graph showing a lack of activity
reflects the patient’s demotivation, a problem in the wearable’s
function, or a medication interruption [56]. In this situation,
relying on the patient’s verbal expression without recorded
contextual information is not sufficient to draw an understanding
of the patient’s situation per trend.

Similar to its application in PGHD completeness, context for
PGHD is important for the data review stage so that clinicians
can understand what the patient was doing at the point of data
collection [31,52,74,83]. Among the wearables studied in this
project, only CGM devices allowed the manual capture of
limited contextual data—such as those about mood and
exercise—in cases where the automatically captured data were
reported to be erroneous or incomplete. PGHD from medical
wearables can be contextualized by data that are automatically
captured from consumer wearables [80,84]. However, no
mechanism exists to integrate these 2 types of wearables in
RPM, and there is uncertainty about which contextual data are
more relevant to patient care. In addition, the ability to
understand and interpret contextual information is still beyond
clinicians’ expertise [85].

More collaboration between patients, clinicians, and wearable
developers is needed to identify what contextual data need to
be collected for each health condition and whether these data
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elements should be incorporated within the wearable design or
require wearable integration.

Recommendation 14: Dynamic Visual Representation
as Well as a Static Snapshot (Such as in PDF Format)
of PGHD From Wearables Should Be Available to the
Patient and Clinician
Clinicians review the processed PGHD reports either from the
patient’s or clinician’s portal that the wearable developers design
for them with static visualization of data that can be downloaded
in a PDF format.

Having a snapshot of all the data collected over time provides
a summary of the patient’s status, but as the amount of PGHD
increases, such a report could be progressively more complex
for their clinician to interpret [86]. Designing interactive
visualization tools based on clinicians’ needs can result in easy
PGHD interpretation [52,76,82,87].

Interactive visualizations could enable clinicians to highlight
the most concerning areas and customize the reports based on
different variables [87,88]. Interactive visualization supported
by annotation capability can facilitate the cointerpretation of
PGHD report, such as the ability to add highlights in a graph
to detect changes. It is beneficial to patients to have a saved
version of points and notes of what they and their clinicians
identified and discussed for use in the next consultations.
Likewise, in the subsequent clinic visit, the clinician could
readily recollect what the previous consultation was focused
on, which helps recognize patterns and set efficient care plans
[56]. A dynamic and interactive visualization could also layer
PGHD displays based on clinicians’ preferences. Studies have
shown that different layers of data presentation, such as a holistic
summary, an individual data summary, and detailed individual
data, support the comprehensive interpretation of PGHD
[52,76,82].

Notwithstanding, it is a challenge for wearable developers to
design data presentation formats that please all clinicians with
varying levels of digital health literacy. Collaboration among
PGHD stakeholders is needed to determine who should design
interactive dashboards for PGHD presentation, whether the
dashboards should be implemented within EMRs or somewhere
else in the health care setting, and how the reports should be
presented to the patient and clinician to inform shared
understanding and decision-making.

Recommendation 15: Alerts Should Be Sent to the
Patient During PGHD Collection by the Wearable When
Data Are Outside the Acceptable Range, Accompanied
by Clinical Advice on Action to Take
In addition to clinicians’ interpretation of PGHD, it is important
to ensure that patients can also interpret the data correctly. Not
understanding PGHD can reduce the motivation to continue
data collection. Efforts toward changing the patients’ roles from
passive participants to active players in RPM require patients
to understand PGHD and make necessary changes during data
collection [89].

However, wearables do not provide understandable contextual
information on PGHD. Most wearables display PGHD without

further explanations of their meaning, the normal range, what
will happen to the patient’s health status if their measurements
are out of range, or what actions the patient could take if their
measurements are out of range. This is problematic if the patient
cannot immediately communicate with their clinician when they
see significant changes occur in their data trends and do not
know what action to take.

There are alarms embedded in some types of consumer
wearables that notify out of range measurements [85]. Although
PGHD from these tools may not require urgent actions, such
features could improve patients’ interpretations of the data and
better inform and influence behavior change.

Some medical wearables are equipped with a feature that alarms
when the raw data go outside the normal range. Devices without
this feature could be dangerous to a patient’s health, as
immediate medical action may not be undertaken when needed.
Nevertheless, the questions of to what extent patients could
interpret PGHD augmented with contextual information during
RPM without a clinician’s intervention and how sound a
patient’s decision would be based on the interpretation are
largely unexplored.

Cointerpretation of PGHD improves the shared understanding
of data reports and generates an additional layer of meaning for
PGHD in patient care plans [90]. These strategies particularly
depend on patients’ and clinicians’ training and collaboration
with the wearable developers to improve PGHD presentation
design and interpretation.

Validation Results
Each of the 3 recommendations about PGHD interpretability
was rated as “essential” (reached an aggregated 60% agreement
as being important to very important).

PGHD Relevancy
PGHD relevancy is characterized in various manners depending
on the scope and coverage of data for each health condition.
The values of conventional clinical data collected inside the
health care setting are defined based on the standards of care.
However, PGHD include a wide range of heterogeneous and
new types of data whose relevancy to the monitored health
condition might be unclear. Only 1 common theme was found
in the previous studies of this project for PGHD relevancy,
which resulted in the recommendation discussed next.

Recommendation 16: There Should Be a Shared
Understanding Between the Patient and Clinician of
Relevant Data for the Disease Based on the Standards
of Care, and Make Sure That All the Relevant Data Are
Collected
PGHD relevancy was perceived as the most distinguishing DQM
factor in using PGHD from consumer wearables versus those
from medical wearables in RPM, and its lack was perceived as
the most predominant barrier to the adoption of PGHD in
clinical practice [91]. Patients and clinicians might have different
perspectives on which types of PGHD are relevant to patient
care [31]. Patients’ enthusiasm to use a wide range of consumer
wearables and collect new types of PGHD that have not been
collected easily before (eg, heart rate, sleep quality, and activity
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level) increases their expectation from clinicians to review the
data. By contrast, clinicians might not be convinced of the extent
to which the data are relevant to the health condition and
supplement the clinical data collected from medical wearables
to provide a better picture of patients’ status.

Clinicians involved in this project along with other studies
indicated that PGHD from consumer wearables have not yet
been proven to correlate with most health conditions and that
they are different from other clinical data in terms of clinical
value [39,76,82].

Even if PGHD are collected from medical wearables, it would
still be challenging to identify whether all the data are relevant
to the specific health condition. Conversely, some wearables
cannot capture all the relevant PGHD; therefore, important
relevant data might be missed, which might lead to incorrect
decisions about patient care [76,83]. The need for the collection
and analysis of relevant data was addressed by recent
PGHD-related policies [23,54,72]. Only 2 clinical guidelines
developed to address the details and level of relevancy of PGHD
collected from wearable devices for the remote monitoring of
patients with diabetes and those with cardiac arrhythmia were
identified [60,65]. More guidelines are needed to determine
relevant PGHD for the remote monitoring of each health
condition.

Validation Results
Half of the participants rated PGHD relevancy recommendation
as very important (40%) to important (10%), whereas 40%
addressed it as moderately (30%) to slightly important (10%).

PGHD Timeliness
PGHD timeliness is characterized by the timing and frequency
of PGHD availability to patients and clinicians.

Recommendation 17: PGHD From Wearables Should
Be Available to the Patient Within a Timeframe
(Continuously to Periodically) According to the
Standards of Care of Diseases
Our findings showed that the timing of PGHD availability to
patients was overlooked. Although accessing data during data
collection is critical when a decision needs to be made, some
wearables do not provide real-time PGHD access to patients
during data collection. As discussed in the PGHD Accessibility
section, depending on the health condition and the clinical
purpose of RPM, PGHD presentation to patients in real time
might be deliberately disabled by clinicians. However, studies
have shown that accessing real-time data from the wearable
increased patients’awareness of the wearable’s function, further
engaged them in self-care, and enhanced shared decision-making
[92-94].

As PGHD collection in RPM are led by clinicians, patients may
not be fully aware of their rights in accessing PGHD at data
collection and how it might impact their safety. PGHD access
in real-time or periodic mode needs to be defined according to
the standards of care of the health condition [65]. RPM
interventions could be designed based on patient-centered care
models where time frames could be established so that patients
can access their data during data collection to make a proper

decision, change their behavior, or immediately contact the
clinician.

Recommendation 18: PGHD From Wearables Should
Be Available to the Clinician Within a Timeframe
(Continuously to Periodically) According to the
Standards of Care of Diseases
The most challenging issue reported about PGHD timeliness is
the lack of clinicians’ access to data in real time [39,77,83]. As
PGHD are not yet integrated with EMRs, it is difficult and
time-consuming to frequently receive the data and follow-up
with patients. PGHD integration with EMRs would provide
possibilities for generating alerts on newly added PGHD in the
EMR system in a real-time or near real–time basis so that
clinicians can be updated on a patient’s status and provide
prompt feedback [83]. Notwithstanding, the technical integration
by itself is not the ultimate solution. PGHD need to be fully
incorporated into clinical workflows such that clinicians could
receive data based on predefined protocols and be able to
provide timely advice to patients [95]. Timely access to PGHD
without immediate feedback to patients would lead to patient
demotivation on data sharing [96]. However, RPM interventions
may have different protocols for PGHD availability to clinicians.
In some cases of remote monitoring of patients with diabetes,
clinicians remotely obtain PGHD reports from patients during
data collection, whereas in others, they see the report after data
collection during the clinic consultation. Having predefined
protocols might facilitate clinicians’ access to PGHD within a
specific time frame.

Recommendation 19: A Timeframe for Sharing PGHD
From Wearables Should Be Available to the Patient and
Clinician
As noted earlier, RPM programs apply disparate time frames
for PGHD sharing. This way of accessing data can be
challenging. Patients who access data in real time may also need
to receive a clinical advice immediately, whereas data are not
available to clinician in the same time frame. Frequent data
sharing during data collection could help recognize some
behaviors that might not be identified when the collection period
is finished.

PGHD need to be available when there is an urgent need for
clinical advice so that the patient can change the way of data
collection or their behavior accordingly [30,97]. However,
findings showed that this depends on the health condition; for
example, the guideline on using wearables in cardiac RPM
emphasized that these services should not be mistaken with
acute care; therefore, there is no urgent need for real-time
feedback [65]. Hence, based on the health context, having
transparent protocols on data sharing could help clinicians
review PGHD and set patients’ expectations for data
transmission and feedback [76].

As different RPM programs may need different approaches on
data timeliness based on the standards of care, there should be
a single time frame defined for the remote monitoring of each
health condition to ensure consistency among the programs.
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Validation Results
All of the recommendations about PGHD timeliness were rated
as “essential” to the safety of and quality of care in RPM
(reached an aggregated 60% agreement as being important to
very important).

A Staged Model of Quality Management of PGHD in
RPM
Figure 2 illustrates the recommendations according to the
importance of their consideration at different stages of data
management. This model can assist PGHD stakeholders in
understanding what DQM actions need to be taken to efficiently
collect, manage, and use PGHD in RPM.

As shown in Figure 2, all DQM aspects of PGHD require
attention at the data collection stage. It indicates that the quality
management of PGHD is critical when data are collected outside
the clinical environment under patients’ or their caregivers’
supervision. Data access, consistency, and timeliness were the
most critical DQM aspects to be considered during PGHD
transmission from the patient to clinician. These 3 aspects along
with PGHD interpretability require emphasis when clinicians
review the data reports for shared decision-making and creating
patient care plans.

As there are interconnections among DQM aspects, this model
indicates that collaborative actions need to be undertaken by
different PGHD stakeholders to practice DQM and ensure
high-quality PGHD in RPM.

Figure 2. Recommendations for the quality management of patient-generated health data (PGHD) at the 3 stages of PGHD management. EMR:
electronic medical record.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This paper presented the development of 19 recommendations
for 7 DQM aspects of PGHD collected from wearable devices
in RPM programs. The guideline aims to assure that high-quality
data are collected, managed, and used in RPM programs to
improve the safety and quality of these programs and enhance
PGHD fitness for use in routine clinical practice.

The guideline was constructed by following 4 steps of guideline
development process through 5 qualitative studies. The guideline
was then conceptualized to address 3 main concepts: PGHD
management process, DQM aspects of PGHD, and
sociotechnical issues that influence the quality management of
PGHD during the data management process.

The DQM guideline for PGHD is distinguished from
conventional DQM guidelines for clinical data in several ways:
(1) it emphasizes the need for action corresponding to each
DQM aspect at each stage of PGHD management; (2) it
considers both external sociotechnical factors and internal
organizational factors that impact the quality management of
PGHD in RPM; (3) it recognizes patients’ and clinicians’ needs
for each DQM aspect of PGHD, as the key PGHD stakeholders
in RPM. This guideline is intended mainly for using PGHD for
patient care. It is anticipated that the guidelines can also be used
alongside conventional DQM guidelines for clinical data to
assure PGHD quality and when these data are integrated into
EMR systems.

To effectively apply the guideline in the remote monitoring of
various health conditions, wearable devices should not be

considered as stand-alone tools that work in isolation. Instead,
they should be looked at as one component of a bigger
ecosystem where different stakeholders interact with each other,
with the devices, data, technical infrastructure of the health care
setting, and standards to ensure that high-quality PGHD are
collected, managed, and used for patient care [3]. The guideline
can be best applied when RPM is implemented for >1 health
condition across the health care system and when PGHD are
collected from >1 type of wearable device and system
interconnections are facilitated [98]. Also, realizing the value
of high-quality PGHD for patient care can potentially blur the
reliability distinctions between the 2 types of wearables,
consumer and medical wearables. Being approved by regulatory
agencies as a medical grade wearable does not ensure that the
PGHD from it achieve a satisfactory level of quality. PGHD
from consumer wearables are rarely used in current RPM
services, and the research findings mainly included PGHD from
medical wearables, so unseen challenges might exist to the
quality management of PGHD from consumer devices.
Advances in the capabilities of consumer devices and patients’
and clinicians’ accessibility to them are likely to see greater
crossover between medical and consumer wearables in the
future.

The DQM guideline for PGHD in RPM cannot be successfully
implemented and used if the health system does not address the
factors listed in Textbox 2.

The implementation of PGHD quality management in RPM can
benefit the health care system and those who are considered the
stakeholders of PGHD and who might advantage from the
incorporation of these data into clinical practice, including the
groups listed in Textbox 3.

Textbox 2. Considerations for the implementation of the data quality management (DQM) guideline.

• Policies: clinical, technical, and organizational policies need to be in place in parallel with the guideline for the quality management of
patient-generated health data (PGHD) to increase the likelihood that PGHD will be trustworthy for use in clinical care.

• Technical infrastructure: PGHD from wearables used in remote patient monitoring (RPM) programs are not yet integrated routinely into electronic
medical record systems or able to flow securely across the health care system; both factors are key barriers to using PGHD in clinical care. The
guideline can be best applied when a technical infrastructure is established to follow the recommendations for the systematic management,
interactive and standardized presentation, and consistent exchange of PGHD and standardized and timely access of PGHD reports to patients
and clinicians.

• Digital health literacy: understanding the quality management of PGHD requires sufficient digital health literacy among all PGHD stakeholders.
The conceptual model shows that all DQM aspects need action in the stage when patients collect PGHD, emphasizing patients’ need for literacy
to understand DQM. Training delivered to patients and caregivers could enhance their engagement in the collection and management of high-quality
data. Moreover, RPM teams could be expanded to include professionals who could provide DQM advice and support to clinical stakeholders.

• Collaboration: without collaboration among all PGHD stakeholder groups, the guideline recommendations cannot be implemented effectively
in RPM. In addition to the stakeholders that were involved in this project, other stakeholders such as payers, policy makers, and health care
administrative need to collaborate with the RPM team to understand the implementation requirements of the DQM guideline of PGHD. Continuous
collaborative efforts to evaluate wearable devices, PGHD, and the data management processes could provide the health system with high-quality
data that are fit for clinical care, population health management, and secondary uses.
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Textbox 3. Stakeholders who can benefit from patient-generated health data (PGHD) quality management in remote patient monitoring (RPM)

• Patients and carers: patients will be able to collect high-quality data to manage their conditions. They will learn to correctly use digital health
devices and collect high-quality PGHD that could be clinically valuable and used optimally in clinical care. Moreover, by collecting relevant
and quality-assured PGHD and sharing them with a single RPM system, patients’ role in RPM could be changed from passive to active participants,
strengthening their interactions with clinicians, improving shared decision-making, and better engaging them in their health self-management.

• Clinicians: the pandemic has increased clinicians’ awareness of the potential uses of RPM and PGHD. However, they need a reliable and
convenient way to determine the utility of PGHD from patients, based on how and when these data are collected and reported and how and when
they and others can access and interact with the data. The use of PGHD quality management recommendations enable clinicians to assess the
quality of available data to support a patient consultation and how these data can form a valuable basis for efficient shared decision-making.
Through this, they could optimize their focus on PGHD during and between patient visits.

• Health information professionals: health information professionals are nonclinical staff, including health informaticians, health information
managers, and other experts who monitor data and information management within the health care system. The implementation of the guideline
could bring new responsibilities and roles for these professionals. For example, these experts can play a critical role in defining new approaches
to manage PGHD and use their skills to work collaboratively on data integration and management. In addition, they could act as gatekeepers
before PGHD become available to clinicians and filter and analyze the data to provide the most meaningful information for clinicians.

• Health care organizations: for maintaining RPM after the pandemic, health care organizations need to be sure that PGHD from different digital
health tools will support safer, higher-quality, and faster decision-making, based on more persuasive patient-clinician communication, leading
to more effective and efficient health outcomes. The implementation of the RPM system driven by the PGHD quality management guideline
could assist health care organizations in taking a standard approach to data integration, quality assurance, and risk management of these data to
increase their trustworthiness for use in patient care. It may also provide health care organizations with strategies to think about the required
infrastructure, policies, human resources, and potential collaborations with other parties to enhance the use of PGHD in clinical practice.

• Digital health technology companies: medical device companies may be alerted to the existing unrecognized problems in ensuring the quality
of data from their proprietary devices and offer solutions to overcome these. This may address the need for better synergies with the existing
health data standards and health information system architectures to enable data sharing from various devices. Consumer device companies may
also realize the gaps in ensuring the quality of data from their devices. This could assist in developing higher-quality devices with user-friendly
and validated data handling solutions that are capable of being integrated more readily into the existing clinical information systems.

• Other beneficiaries: findings from this research may also have indirect benefits, including providing insights into PGHD features and functions
to the developers of electronic clinical information systems, such as patient records and point-of-care decision-support. These insights may inform
the development of health policies and regulation of PGHD, including their use in research and public health, and could also provide more
research opportunities in this area considering other kinds of PGHD and solutions for the further use of such data in broader contexts.

Limitations
PGHD collection for self-management purposes without clinical
use was out of the scope of this research. Moreover, this study
did not concentrate on the concept of data quality as used in the
biomedical engineering domain, such as the accuracy of the
formula or algorithms embedded in wearables. We also limited
the exploration of PGHD to their use in direct patient care,
engaging with the stakeholders in this kind of use, and excluded
the secondary uses of data, such as in outcomes research,
surveillance, reimbursement strategies, and purposes other than
patient care.

The recommendations of the DQM guideline of PGHD were
defined at a high level. They would benefit from the addition
of details that specify the roles and responsibilities of different
stakeholder groups. This would require the guideline to be
investigated more deeply with participation from different
stakeholder groups to identify further considerations in different
contexts.

The guideline might be questioned as not being specific to one
health condition when it is known that RPM initiatives are
distinctive in different contexts of care. However, it was
extracted from the RPM initiatives for 3 chronic conditions that
showed similarities and commonalities in the quality
management of PGHD. It is worth noting that digital health
implementation is moving toward focusing on the patient as a
whole rather than the disease. Therefore, RPM initiatives, as
well as the data they collect, could also shift their focus from a

specific disease and wearable to services for the integrated
management of all the health conditions that a patient might
have [72]. Nevertheless, for further exploration, the guideline
can be implemented in each disease-based RPM to provide more
specific recommendations based on particular needs.
Understanding what makes PGHD more reliable for shared
decision-making can motivate PGHD stakeholders to have a
shared understanding of the value of these data and use them
more efficiently to achieve better health outcomes.

Comparison With Prior Work
Research on the adoption, integration, and evaluation of RPM,
wearables, and PGHD in clinical practice is rapidly growing
[99-106], particularly during the COVID-19 pandemic, when
many RPM initiatives were implemented around the world.

However, a few studies focused on PGHD quality
[51,62,69,107] had aims and scopes that were different from
those of our research. This is the first study of its kind that
adapted 7 common aspects of DQM and investigated them in
PGHD context during PGHD management stages. It also
involved various groups of international PGHD stakeholders
to share their experiences, concerns, and expectations regarding
the quality management of PGHD and constructed and validated
a set of recommendations as a novel guideline. This process
helped reach a consensus among the participants on the
recommendations they could follow to effectively collaborate
for better patient care.
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Conclusions
Although the quality of PGHD is addressed as a vital factor in
increasing their reliability in clinical decision-making, this
research is the first of its kind to explore the quality management

of PGHD through 7 aspects during data management stages.
The guideline developed in this research provides a major step
forward in this regard. It gives PGHD stakeholders a framework
for improving the quality management of PGHD collected and
used in RPM underpinned by collaboration.
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